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Vocabulary Unit 1 and Present perfect 
 

1 Read the definitions,  then write down the genre of the movie. 

 
Biography  Musical  Western  Sci-fi  Documentary  Animated Cartoon  Comedy  Horror   

 
a) _______________________: the plot of this kind of movie is based on scientific discoveries or 

developments, space travel, or life on other planets. 
b) _______________________: the plot of this kind of movie is humorous; funny 
c) _______________________: the plot of this kind of movie evokes suspense and horror, above all, through 

the depiction of frightening or supernatural elements. 
d) _______________________: this kind of movie tells the story of a person’s life. 
e) _______________________: a film that presents political, social, or historical facts in an informative way. 
f) _______________________: a movie made by photographing a series of cartoon drawings that are 

projected in rapid sequence to give the illusion of movement. 
g) _______________________: a movie whose action and dialogue is combined with singing and dancing. 
h) _______________________: the plot of this kind of movie includes themes, characters, or settings 

characteristic of the American West. 
 

 
     2.  Do you know what a blockbuster is? It’s a very successful and popular movie. John Truby wrote about what 

makes a blockbuster. Read the text and mark T (true) or F (false). 

Secrets of Blockbuster movies 
 
Hollywood is interested in one thing: a script with blockbuster potential. Why? Because the revenue from films 

is now global. The typical hit film makes more money from foreign revenue than it does from the U.S. Couple that with 
the exorbitant cost of making and selling a film and you've got an entertainment community that won't even look at 
a script unless it has blockbuster written all over it. 
That's a big problem for most screenwriters. Most writers, if they have any training at all, never learn the techniques 
for writing hit films. In fact they don't even know such techniques exist. They go off to write their standard three-act 
script and think that blockbusters happen when you're lucky enough to get some big star attached. 
No question about it, big stars help. But the list of big star vehicles that bombed at the box office is a long one. And if 
you look at the bestselling films of all time, you'll notice a surprising number have no stars at all. 
Blockbuster films don't come from big stars. They come from blockbuster stories. They come from writers who USE 
FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES THAN OTHER WRITERS. 
I'd like to point out just a few of the key elements found in the best-selling films of all time.  

1. Blockbusters use the right genre for the story idea. 
You may have great characters and write terrific dialogue. But if you have chosen the wrong genres to express 

your idea in story form, none of the other craft elements will matter. The story will die. 
2. Blockbusters have a strong, single cause-and-effect line with a single, clear character change. 
Hit films always have a strong spine. A strong spine comes from a single cause-and-effect line: having a main 

character who takes a series of actions to reach a goal. Action A should lead directly to action B, which should lead 
directly to action C, and so on until the end.  
But linked action is not enough. Audiences want to know how a hero's actions lead him/her to change. Hit films always 
have a clearly recognizable character change 

 

a) (     ) Hollywood is only interested in movies that may become blockbusters. 

b) (     ) Big stars are completely unnecessary to make a blockbuster. 

c) (     ) The most important thing to make a movie become a blockbuster is a good plot. 



d) (     ) Great characters and great dialogues are the keys to make a blockbuster. 

3. Complete the table with the appropriate verb. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
4. Complete the sentences. 
 

a) Pedro and Beatriz are hungry. They ______________________ anything today yet. (not eat) 

b) He’s here now, but he has ________________________ out. (be) 

c) Douglas needs to buy a new backpack, so  he ______________________ to the mall (go) 

d) I ______________________  Wonder yet, is it good? (not see) 

e) Have you ever ___________________ of learning Russian? (think) 

 

5. Mark the correct option 

 

1. (UNIP) Things ___________ a lot since October. 

a) are changing   
b) have changed  
c) change  
d)  has changed   
e)  changed has 

 

2. (ITA) I: Would you like some more coffee? II: No thank you   I ___________ too much. 

a)  has already drunk   

b)  have already drink   

c)  have already drunk   

d)  have already drinking   

e)  already drink 
          

3. (MACKENZIE) I: Was that 9 o´clock bus? II: Yes, you ___________ it 
 

a) have just miss  
b) has just missed  
c) have just missing  
d) have just missed  
e) had just miss 

 
4. Which is the correct form? 

 



a) The Mr. Gustavo is our teacher  since 2015 
b) Mr. Gustavo has been our teacher  since 2015 
c) Mr. Gustavo have been our teacher  since 2015 
d) Mr. Gustavo has been our teacher  from 2015 
e) Mr. Gustavo are our teacher  since 2015 

 

5. My brother _________ to me for 
months. 

 
a) don´t write 
b) hasn’t written 
c) doesn´t write 
d) have written 
e) has not being written 

 
6. John  ___________ his homework. 

 
a)  finish 
b) have finished 
c) has finished 
d) finishes 
e) has finish 

 
7. ________________ his watch yet? 

 
a) Does  he find 
b) Did  he found 
c) Has he found 
d) Do   he find 
e) Have he find 

 

8. Eduardo and Camila ___________ in 
Goiania since 2010. 

 
a) has lives 
b) living 
c) lived 
d) have lived 
e) will live 

 
9. Marque a opção correta: 

I) _________you ____________ ever caviar? (to eat) 

II) She _____________ just from Sao Paulo. (to arrive) 

a) Have you ever eat caviar 
 She has just arrive from Sao Paulo. 
 

b)  Have you ever eaten caviar 
 She has just arrived from Sao Paulo. 

       
c)   Has you ever eaten caviar 

  She has just arrives from Sao Paulo. 
 

d) all are wrong 
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 Orientações a população são encontradas 
também em site oficiais. Ao clicar no endereço 
eletrônico mencionado no cartaz disponível na 
internet, o leitor tem acesso ao(às): 
 

a) ações do governo local refentes a  
calamidades. 

b) relatos de sobreviventes em tragédias 
marcantes 

c) tipos de desastres naturais possíveis de 
acontecer. 

d) informações sobre acidentes ocorridos em 
Connecticut. 

e) medidas de emergências a serem tomadas em 
catástrofes. 

 

 

 


